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Exercise 1 (Amdahl’s law, 4 Credits)
Given a single core processor A and a multi-core processor B with N cores. Additionally, assume
that all cores of A and B are identical.

a) Given a program that runs 1.7 times faster on processor B than on processor A. Compute the
parallel portion of the program i.e. f = P/(P + S) with P = execution time of parallizable part
on single processor and S = execution time of inherently serial part on single processor (see Slide
on Amdahl’s Law (the ”Pessimist”) in the Introduction Chapter).

b) Suppose parallel portion f is 0.5, how many processor cores are needed to achieve an overall speed
up of 1.6?

Exercise 2 (CUDA: Atomic operations, 6 Credits)
Start from the framework dotProduct. We implemented a CUDA kernel with the name dotProd-

uct(int *in1, int *in2, int *out) which calculates the dot product of the two integer vectors
in1 and in2 with the length of numElements and writes the result at the integer pointer out.

There is a thread for each vector element of in1, and each thread multiplies it’s component with the
corresponding component of in2. Aftewards each thread adds the local result to the overall result
out (which is initialized with 0) by using the atomic function atomicAdd(...). atomicAdd takes
an int pointer and an int value and adds the value to the integer at the pointer and synchronizes
simultaneous modifications by serializing them.

a) CUDA kernels cannot return a value. What could be the reason for this?

b) What is likely the bottleneck of the given CUDA kernel? Give a reason.

c) What problems could arise from encoding the length of the vectors in1 and in2 in the CUDA
kernel grid size like we did in the framework?

d) The kernel dotProduct computes
∑N

i viwi with input vectors v, w of length N with vi being the
i-th vector component of v with integer value. Modify dotProduct, such that it computes

max(v0 + w0, v1 + w1, ..., vN + wN )

e) What problems would arise if you were to implement the previous task for float vectors?

Bonus) How could the previous task be implemented in CUDA? Present your idea, you do not need to
implement anything.
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